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Democracy And Its Critics
Democracy and Its Friendly Critics addresses a variety of modern political and social
concerns, such as the moral dimension of democracy, the theoretical challenges to
democracy in our time, the religious dimension of liberty, and the meaning of work in
contemporary American life. Taking innovative and unexpected approaches toward
familiar topics, the essays present engaging insights into a democratic society, and the
contributors include some of today's leading figures in political philosophy.
Democracy and Its Critics
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There are few better examples of analysis – the critical thinking skill of understanding
how an argument is built – than Robert Dahl’s Democracy and its Critics. In this work,
the American political theorist closely analyzes the democratic political system and then
evaluates whether the arguments that are in favor of it are, in fact, rigorous. ¶Dahl sets
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out to describe democracy’s merits and problems, asking if it really is the worthwhile
political system we believe it to be. Knowing that the idea of democracy is now almost
universally popular, his detailed analysis leads him to look at a number of regimes that
claim to be democratic but do not, in truth, practice democracy. But Dahl is not only
interested in uncovering uncomfortable truths. He goes further and creates a set of
standards by which we can all decide whether a country really is democratic. Dahl’s
analysis of the evidence leads him to conclude that the following criteria must be met
for a regime to be considered truly democratic: elected officials control policy-making;
there are free and fair elections of officials; everyone must have a right to vote;
everyone has the right to run for office; there is freedom of speech; alternative
information is available; and people can form free, independent political groups.

????????????????????,?????,???,????????????????,??????????????????.?????
??,?????????????????????.
This volume examines the contribution of 11 contemporary political social
theorists to the understanding of democracy. These theorists play a prominent
role in modern political and philosophical debates.
????:J.????
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the meaning of
cosmopolitanism and world citizenship in the history of Western political thought,
and in the evolution of international politics since 1500. Providing an invaluable
overview of earlier political thought, recent theoretical literature and current
debates, this book also discusses recent developments in international politics
and transnational protest. It will be of great interest to those specialising in
political theory, International Relations and peace/conflict studies. It will also
interest those already acting as global citizens.
Originally published in 1989, a guide for students coming for the first time to the
study of democracy, who often find it difficult to trace the developement of the
idea and to place it in historical context. In this accesible and informative text, Jon
Roper introduces the reader to arguments for and against criticisms of the
concept of democracy. He does so through examination of the statements and
writings of major nineteenth-century politicians and philosophers, in the United
States and the United Kingdom.
??????????????“?????????”??????????“?????????”,???“?????????”,?????????
???????????????????????????????????
This study examines the arguments that the democratic movement has had to
overcome. A history of franchise extension in the USA, France, Germany and the
United Kingdom provides the context for examining the attitudes to democracy of
John Adams, de Tocqueville, Hegel and Carlyle.
???????????????,????????,?????????????????????????,????????????,?????????????
?.
In this prize-winning book, one of the most prominent political theorists of our time
makes a major statement about what democracy is and why it is important. Robert Dahl
examines the most basic assumptions of democratic theory, tests them against the
questions raised by its critics, and recasts the theory of democracy into a new and
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coherent whole. He concludes by discussing the direction in which democracy must
move if advanced democratic states are to exist in the future.
In this prize-winning book, one of the most prominent political theorists of our time
makes a major statement about what democracy is and why it is important. Robert Dahl
examines the most basic assumptions of democratic theory, tests them against the
questions raised by its critics, and recasts the theory of democracy into a new and
coherent whole. He concludes by discussing the directions in which democracy must
move if advanced democratic states are to exist in the future. “When Robert Dahl
speaks about democracy, everyone should listen. With Democracy and Its Critics Dahl
has produced a work destined to become another classic.”—Lucian W. Pye, American
Political Science Review “In this magisterial work [Dahl]… describe[s] what democracy
means…; why our own democracy is still deeply flawed; and how we could reform it…. A
work of extraordinary intelligence and, what is even rarer, a work of extraordinary
wisdom.”—Robert N. Bellah, New York Times Book Review
There are few better examples of analysis - the critical thinking skill of understanding
how an argument is built - than Robert Dahl's Democracy and its Critics. In this work,
the American political theorist closely analyzes the democratic political system and then
evaluates whether the arguments that are in favor of it are, in fact, rigorous. Dahl sets
out to describe democracy's merits and problems, asking if it really is the worthwhile
political system we believe it to be. Knowing that the idea of democracy is now almost
universally popular, his detailed analysis leads him to look at a number of regimes that
claim to be democratic but do not, in truth, practice democracy. But Dahl is not only
interested in uncovering uncomfortable truths. He goes further and creates a set of
standards by which we can all decide whether a country really is democratic. Dahl's
analysis of the evidence leads him to conclude that the following criteria must be met
for a regime to be considered truly democratic: elected officials control policy-making;
there are free and fair elections of officials; everyone must have a right to vote;
everyone has the right to run for office; there is freedom of speech; alternative
information is available; and people can form free, independent political groups.
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Utilizing 100 key readings, The Political Theory Reader explores the rich tradition
of ideas that shape the way we live and the great issues in political theory today.
Allows students to see how competing ideological viewpoints think about the
same political issues Provides readers with direct access to authors covered in
the From Ideologies to Public Philosophies text Facilitates discussions by having
readings arranged thematically throughout text Extracts of works specifically
chosen to focus on topics central to issues covered in chapters.
Leading scholars of European constitutionalism highlight different facets of the
constitutional discussion.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Commentary (books not included).
Pages: 34. Chapters: 1587, a Year of No Significance, Benevolent Assimilation
(book), Bureaucracy (book), Democracy and Its Critics, Faith, Science and
Understanding, Green to Gold (book), India: The Rise of an Asian Giant,
Japanese: The Spoken Language, Little Boy: The Arts of Japan's Exploding
Subculture, Manliness (book), Never at War, Nudge (book), Omnipotent
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Government, Playing Indian, Psychoanalysis and Religion, The Cartoons that
Shook the World, The Deadly Dinner Party, The Future of the Internet, The King
Never Smiles, The Master and His Emissary, The Matter of Araby in Medieval
England, The Shape of Time: Remarks on the History of Things, The Stripping of
the Altars, The Wealth of Networks, The Yale Book of Quotations, The YIVO
Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe, Under His Very Windows: The Vatican
and the Holocaust in Italy, We Wept Without Tears, Yale Edition of the Complete
Works of St. Thomas More, Yale University Press. Excerpt: The Shape of Time:
Remarks on the History of Things is the title of a book by George Kubler,
published in 1962. It presents an approach to historical change which challenges
the notion of style by placing the history of objects and images in a larger
continuum. Kubler proposes new forms of historical sequencing where objects
and images provide solutions to evolving problems. Kubler lays out a perspective
where processes of innovation, replication, and mutation are in continuous
conversation through time. Kubler begins the chapter by discussing "The
Limitations of Biography" where he lays out the problems encountered when
thinking about objects through the histories of their makers. Within this section he
discusses the importance of the point of entrance of the individual maker into the
ongoing history of their objects, the role of biological and physical...
Democratic institutional forms and processes are increasingly widespread in
Africa as dictatorial regimes have been forced to give way as a result of popular
mobilization and external donor pressure. However the premises of the African
scholars whose empirical research and analytical explorations are included in this
volume are that democratic form and democratic substance are two different
things; Western-derived institutional forms are neither necessarily the most
appropriate nor the most practical in the current African context; and rooting
democratic norms in the political cultures of African polities raises socio-cultural
issues with which political scientists must engage. This book explores various
critical questions in the context of particular elections and particular countries as
diverse as Ghana, Nigeria, Kenya, the Congo, Cameroon and the Central African
Republic. They include the continuing impact of police state apparatuses
following democratic transition; factors influencing African voters' attitudes and
behaviour; the impact of incumbency on electoral competition; women's electoral
participation; the phenomenon of often very limited party programmatic choice in
the context of huge social diversity and multi-party competition; and the
controversial issues around the transplantation of liberal democratic institutions.
Underlying these issues is the fundamental question of whether democratic
processes as currently practised in Africa are really making any significant
difference to the African struggle for economic, social and cultural progress. This
volume is valuable for the original perspectives of its African contributors; the
issues it explores; and the concrete democratic experiences it analyses; and the
challenges it makes to the existing concepts, paradigms and practices of liberal
democracy.
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"A major and challenging work. . . . Provocative, and certain to be controversial. .
. . Will add important new dimension to the continuing debate on the decline of
liberalism." —William Julius Wilson, New York Times Book Review Can we
continue to believe in progress? In this sobering analysis of the Western human
condition, Christopher Lasch seeks the answer in a history of the struggle
between two ideas: one is the idea of progress - an idea driven by the conviction
that human desire is insatiable and requires ever larger production forces.
Opposing this materialist view is the idea that condemns a boundless appetite for
more and better goods and distrusts "improvements" that only feed desire.
Tracing the opposition to the idea of progress from Rousseau through
Montesquieu to Carlyle, Max Weber and G.D.H. Cole, Lasch finds much that is
desirable in a turn toward moral conservatism, toward a lower-middle-class
culture that features egalitarianism, workmanship and loyalty, and recognizes the
danger of resentment of the material goods of others.
Multiculturalism is not à la mode nowadays. It is attacked by both right-wing
populists and mainstream politicians and leaders of liberal democracies. Indeed,
conflicts surrounding cultural diversity and recognition are among the most
salient issues in contemporary societies. Should liberal democracies recognise
specific cultural rights of minorities? If so, should they grant rights only to
indigenous national minorities or also to immigrants? Is such a recognition
compatible with the basic liberal principle of state neutrality? Practical questions
of this kind are in quest of sound theoretical foundations. Alan Patten's approach
to multiculturalism, developed in Equal Recognition (2014), is the most recent
and prominent example of such an effort. Considered "the most important
contribution to the philosophy of cultural diversity since Will Kymlicka's
Multicultural Citizenship," Patten's work elaborates new and original conceptions
of culture and liberal neutrality. It reasserts the case in favour of liberal
multiculturalism and applies its theoretical framework to concrete contemporary
issues, such as language rights, federalism, secession, and immigrant
integration. This collection presents a critical review of Patten's approach to
cultural plurality. The critics question the overall normative strategy of Equal
Recognition, its account of neutrality, especially with regards to language rights,
its assumptions about democracy and, finally, its relevance to public policy
debates. It will be of interest to political scientists, philosophers, and legal
theorists, and will inspire students and politicians alike. This book was originally
published as a special issue of the Critical Review of International Social and
Political Philosophy.
??????????????,???????????????????????????????????????????????
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